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INTRODUCTION

 In particular, the womanifesto raised issues regarding female safety: calling for education 
programmes to end the culture of gender-based discrimination and violence, laws to end violence against 
women, to make all forms of rape criminal and to introduce comprehensive response protocols for the 
police in crimes against women.
 Despite the vociferous local, national and international concerns and campaigns against sexual 
violence against women in India in the past 18 months, this issue is unlikely to affect the outcome of the 
general election.

DECADES OF STRUGGLE

  Some see this as a way of empowering women, championing their concerns and influencing 
government policy, but the yet-to-be-passed bill has been languishing in parliament since 2010 due to lack 
of consensus.
 In the 1930s, when India was part of the British Empire and national women’s organisations were 
committed to fighting for full adult suffrage, all the main women’s groups: the Women’s Indian 
Association, the All-India Women’s Conference and National Council of Women in India, were 
vehemently opposed to reserved seats in parliament, arguing for a “fair field and no favour”.
 Numerous petitions were sent to the imperial government opposing any quotas or special seats, 
arguing that once full adult suffrage was introduced women would naturally obtain positions of power.
 Since 1950 when full universal adult suffrage was introduced, Indian men and women have 
elected a female prime minister and numerous female state ministers. Political participation for women in 
India has come a long way from the elite background of women who had been involved in politics in the 
1930s, who were mostly connected to the imperial state through their families and wealth.
Still under-represented
 However, the Women’s Reservation Bill is recognition of the continuing issue of female 
representation in Indian politics. At the moment, out of 28 states, only three: Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and 
West Bengal have female chief ministers. Although in the end it may well be the chief minister of West 
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Bengal, Mamata Banerjee, leader of the Trinamool Congress Party, who will decide who becomes the next 
prime minister as she decides what form of coalition to join.
 The Woman’s Reservation Bill has faced vociferous opposition from members of other minority 
groups who worry that their own reservations and quotas will be affected and raises concerns whether a new 
reservation mandate will limit or increase state corruption. As things go, these issues for women will not be 
solved in this election.
 While all political parties, including Narendra Modi’s BJP, have relied on female politicians, 
Bollywood stars and other female figures to endorse their party to appeal to women voters on the campaign 
trail, how are they addressing women’s issues in their manifestos, rather than through the cult of 
personality?
 Arvind Kejriwal’s anti-corruption Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) supports much of the womanifesto 
while Congress includes passing the Women’s Reservation Bill in its manifesto. On the other hand, her 
recent statement that the rise in rape cases is due to increased interaction between the sexes suggests that 
Mamata Banerjee may be less than effective as a campaigner to prevent violence against women – and yet it 
is likely that her party will gain seats. The BJP as yet appear to have no manifesto.
 That is not to say that the parties aren’t discussing women issues, or that there aren’t capable 
female candidates as well, but the issues highlighted in the womanifesto seem unlikely to affect the 
outcome. The key issues are about economic growth and tackling economic inequality for all social groups 
(not just women), including issues of welfare and investment and particularly inflation which is affecting 
all Indians.
 Indians are concerned about allegations of bribery, and about ensuring they have a strong 
government. These concerns about corruption within all levels of state structures, including government, 
the police and law, encompass those that have manifested themselves again and again in response to noted 
rape cases, but go beyond women’s protection or discrimination.
 The battle is being fought over the economy, jobs, education and corruption. Women are affected 
by all these issues. They also have other gender-specific concerns but a 33% reservation won’t be enough to 
help them as is evident by the lack of primacy women’s issues have taken in the election campaigns. 

ELECTION MANIFESTO - CONCEPT AND RELEVANCE

 A manifesto is generally defined as a published declaration of the intentions, motives or views of 
an individual, group, political party or government whosoever issues it. A manifesto usually comprises a 
previously published opinion or public consensus and/or promotes a new idea with prescriptive notions for 
carrying out changes for future. Oxford dictionary defines manifesto as a public declaration of the policy 
and aims of a group such as political party. Thus an election manifesto is a published document containing 
declaration of the ideology, intentions, views, policies and programmes of a political party. The Election 
Manifestos are generally drafted by the Political Parties keeping an eye on forthcoming elections and are 
generally published and well publicized.
 As already stated above, the election manifesto normally contains the declared ideology of the 
political Party concerned in general and its policies and programmes for the Country/State and people at 
large. It therefore serves as a reference document or benchmark for the public at large for what a political 
party stands for. By comparing the ideologies, policies and programmes of the political parties, the electors 
can decide which party they should vote for to meet their expectations and aspirations.

Election Manifestos over the years in the country – changes in trend and approach

 It may be mentioned that after independence, elections in our country have been held from the year 
1952 onwards. But all the political parties were not used to publishing their ideologies, policies and 
programmes through the publication of manifestos. Major political parties used to make public their 
ideologies, policies and programmes not necessarily through manifestos.
 However, in recent years many National and State parties are publishing their manifestos for each 
general election and these manifestos generally contain, in addition to the basic ideology of the parties, 
major policies, viz Economic Policy, foreign policy, Plans, programmes and issues for governance, if they 
come to power. These include but are not restricted to measures such as ensuring comprehensive social 
security to those at special risk , making quality education affordable to everyone, waiving of agricultural 
loans, pension scheme for aged and helpless farmers, provision of safe drinking water facility and primary 
healthcare, medical cover for specified categories of people such as widows, old age pensioners, farmers, 
abolishing of child labour etc. In addition, there is a new trend started by some parties recently, in which 
they directly promise such items which in common parlance are termed as “Freebies”.
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 “Freebie” is defined in Webster dictionary as something given without charge. Oxford dictionary 
defines freebie as something provided or given free of charge. These promises may be aimed at targeted 
groups of electorate like, BPL families, weaker sections of the society, women, handicapped etc., as well as 
at electorate as a whole.

CONCLUSION:

 In the 1930s, when India was part of the British Empire and national womens organisations were 
committed to fighting for full adult suffrage, all the main womens groups: the Womens Indian Association, 
the All-India Womens Conference and National Council of Women in India, were vehemently opposed to 
reserved seats in parliament, arguing for a fair field and no favour .
 While all political parties, including Narendra Modis BJP, have relied on female politicians, 
Bollywood stars and other female figures to endorse their party to appeal to women voters on the campaign 
trail, how are they addressing womens issues in their manifestos, rather than through the cult of 
personality?
 The Election Manifestos are generally drafted by the Political Parties keeping an eye on 
forthcoming elections and are generally published and well publicized. As already stated above, the 
election manifesto normally contains the declared ideology of the political Party concerned in general and 
its policies and programmes for the Country/State and people at large.
 However, in recent years many National and State parties are publishing their manifestos for each 
general election and these manifestos generally contain, in addition to the basic ideology of the parties, 
major policies, viz Economic Policy, foreign policy, Plans, programmes and issues for governance, if they 
come to power.
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